Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a new sensitivity-based adaptive architecture pruning algorithm for Madalines. The algorithm establishes a pruning measure based on the network sensitivity to its structure variation and a minimal disturbance principle. The measure can be used to evaluate the performance loss due to its structure changes more or less. And the loss can be compensated by relearning. Thus, the new adaptive pruning mechanism is developed with measuring, pruning, and compensating.
Introduction
In terms of architecture's function, neural network realizes an input-output mapping that based on the certain architecture and given weight. Therefore, the network construction and weight setting of neural network are hot topics in the research of neural network, and have drawn more and more researchers' attention [1, 2] . However, what is a proper architecture of a neural network for solving a given problem? The answer to this question is not easy. According to some achievements [3~5] of construction, there are some broad upper limit architectures, though those are not very significant to network construction. As a certain problem, if the network architecture is too small, it may cost less in both implementation and computation, while it may learn very slow or be not able to learn at all. When the network architecture is too big, it may be trained quickly and fit training data accurately, while it may cost more in implementation and computation and have bad performance in generalization [6] . Hence, the aim of network construction is to find a network with small but reasonable architecture and be able to learn well. This paper measures the performance loss based on the existing theory of Madalines sensitivity computation. By calculating the variation on output caused by architecture pruning for Madalines, which is more substantive and can further conduct neurons pruning in the network. The main contribution of this paper is designed an adaptive architecture pruning algorithm for Madalines based on sensitivity. The algorithm can find the target network with smaller architecture adaptively, and optimize the construction of Madalines and reduce the computation of the network and the cost of hardware implementation effectively. The pruning algorithm has the following characteristics and innovations: (1) computing the variation on output of network caused by architecture changing directly, the results are based on the whole input space which is more practical; (2) creating the sensitivity measure follows the idea of minimal disturbance principle, which is more reasonable; (3) establishing the compensation mechanism to reduce the performance loss of network caused by pruning network's architecture, which enhances the effectiveness.
Preliminaries
A. Madalines model 

, the sensitivity is defined as the probability of the Adaline's output inversion due to the variation on weight for all input points, which can be expressed as
where n V is the number of all input points, and var V is the number of the input points that cause the Adaline's output changed due to the variation on weight. 
, the sensitivity of a layer is a vector and defined as all the neurons' sensitivity in this layer, which is expressed as
Definition 3. The sensitivity of a Madaline is the sensitivity of the output layer's sensitivity, which is expressed as 
C. Sensitivity-Based Adaptive Learning Rules
Different from the well-known BP algorithm [7] , the learning rules on Madaline are not so mature, and this also one of the motivations of this study. SBALR (Sensitivity-Based Adaptive Learning Rules) [8] is a weight adaptive learning algorithm for Madalines proposed based on perceptron learning rules [9] . The algorithm mainly follows three principles: minimal disturbance principle, the benefit principle and the task allocation principle, and three learning rules are designed based on the three principles. 
It is obviously that the sensitivity of Madalines expressed in formula (4) is a vector, for convenience, formula (4) can be further quantified as the following: 
B. Sensitivity Computation based on Architecture
In a Madaline, if the jth ( 
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where 12 11 j n k n     ， . From formula (7), it can be seen that if pruning the jth Adaline in hidden layer, all the Adalines in output layer will loss the jth element of input. It can make an equivalent transform that the variation on weight cause the weight equals to 0, therefore there is
In the situation of pruning the jth Adaline in hidden layer, the sensitivity computation of any Adaline in output can transform to a disturbance in weight, which names: In fact, the sensitivity computation formulae of the Madaline pruning an Adaline derived above can also be generalized to prune Adalines.
Pruning Measure Based on Sensitivity
To seek a target network is the direct motivation of exploring network architecture pruning, as well as the target network can meet the task learning with simplified architecture by pruning Adalines in hidden layer. However, among all the neurons in hidden layer, which one should be pruned and what is the basis for selection must be given reasonable answers when design of pruning algorithm. For a trained network, it is obviously that pruning Adalines in hidden layer will cause variation on the output of the Madaline, it will also change the performance of the existing network. However, how to measure the performance qualitatively. It is difficult to measure the learning and generalization of the network getting better or worse, though, quantitative calculation for this change in the Madaline is feasible. According to the definition of sensitivity and the result of formula (9), sensitivity can more directly reflect the degree of variation on Madaline's output caused by pruning Since a successful pruning approach is the one that can make the pruned Madaline recover the convergence to the state before pruning, therefore, selecting which Adaline to prune should be analyzed from the view of learning. The existing Madalines learning mechanisms all follow an important principle, which is namely minimal disturbance principle [8, 10] . Upon training a Madaline, it should meet reducing the output error or tend to reduce the output error for the current training sample as well as the weight adjustment should reduce break the mapping relationship established by other training samples. Intuitively, the smaller variation on a Madaline's output, the easier to recover to the original performance by relearning; while the greater variation on a Madaline's output, the more difficult to recover to the original performance by relearning. The influence of the network's output and performance caused by architecture pruning is not what we want, while it is objective existence. Hence, we hope the variation on output as small as possible.
Based on the above discussion, the Adaline pruning approach can be described as: among the multiple Adalines in the hidden layer, pruning which one should be based on the rule that the smaller variation on the Madaline's output after pruning should be given priority. The selection strategy further evolved into pruning selection measure, which can be denoted as: 
Experimental verifications
This section presents some experiments which mainly verify two points. One is to verify the reasonable of the pruning measure and strategy; another is to verify the effectiveness of the sensitivity-based adaptive architecture pruning algorithm for Madalines. And these experiments are based on some public data sets. In order to verify the reasonable of the pruning measure and strategy, the initial Madaline with the architecture of 7-8-1 was selected, as well as the target Madaline should with the architecture of 7-7-1. In the experiments, the problem of the 7 bit parity (one parity problem) was solved. In order to verify the effectiveness of the sensitivity-based adaptive architecture pruning algorithm for Madalines, the problems like AND-XOR (A logical operation problem), MONKS-1 and BLANCE-SCALE from the UCI repository are solved with SBALR algorithm and pruning algorithm in this paper. In order to guarantee the feasible of the experiments and the validity of experimental results, the number of training iterations is 200, 2000 and 60000, respectively, and three times for continuous pruning an Adaline are allowed. Each result comes from the average of 100 runs. Simulation experiments were carried out and the experimental results are shown in Table 1 and table 2 . 
